INTRODUCTION
Since Shimosako and Takahashi1),2) proposed a deformation-based reliability design method (Level 3) for caisson breakwaters, recently many studies3)-6) on applications of reliability design method into caisson breakwaters have been carried out with the concept of the expected sliding distance (ESD) of a caisson. ESD of the caisson is a statistical value given as an average of caisson sliding distances (horizontal displacement) during its service lifetime. In the computation of the caisson sliding distance (SD), previous studies have a common feature that considers only the horizontal wave force and the resistant friction force between caisson and rubble mound without taking into account the effect of caisson tilting. However, according to the recent laboratory experiments7), the caisson tilting largely affects the sliding distance of the caisson. Therefore , the objectives of present research is to investigate the effect of caisson tilting on the caisson sliding distance based on the experimental results, and to introduce the effect into the computation of caisson sliding distance. In spite of the precise calculation model , it computes large sliding distance than the experimental one. Large differences appear in comparisons of SD between the SD calculation models.
HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENTS
(2) Improvement of wave force estimation in time history model
The validity of wave force in the time history model, which is proposed by Tanimoto et al . 9), was investigated through comparisons with experimental data, as shown in Fig. 3 . In the Figure , the symbols of C1 to C4 indicate the computational conditions defined in Table 2 . The max. impulsive wave forces for time history model closely agree with experimental data, but the max. standing wave forces computed by time history model are significantly larger than experimental data . Resultantly, the increase rates of horizontal and uplift forces for impulsive waves are respectively given as 13% and 9% on average. Meanwhile, the increase rates of standing wave forces are also given as 21% and 26% on average, respectively . These results show that the time history model largely overestimates the wave force in the standing wave part, even though the estimation of the model for impulsive wave force part comparatively agrees with the experimental data. where the symbol fr indicates the friction factor among rubble mound in the hypothetical-frictional line as shown in Fig. 6 . 
